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Abstract 
Lawson, M.V., The geometric theory of inverse semigroups II: E-unitary covers of inverse 
semigroups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 83 (1992) 121-139. 
We give a direct proof of Ehresmann’s Maximum Enlargement Theorem. As an application. we 
show that the category of E-unitary covers of an inverse semigroup is equivalent to a category 
of embeddings into generalisations of factorisable inverse monoids. 
Introduction 
This paper is the second in a series of three in which we use ordered groupoids 
to study inverse semigroups. In our previous paper [6], we discussed the Ehres- 
mann-Schein Theorem (Theorem 3.5), which states that the category of inverse 
semigroups and prehomomorphisms is isomorphic to the category of inductive 
groupoids and ordered functors. The existence of an isomorphism may suggest 
that we should work with inverse semigroups rather than inductive groupoids, 
since the former are better-known and easier to handle than the latter. However, 
this fails to take account of the fact that the category of inductive groupoids is 
embedded in the category of ordered groupoids; the existence of this category 
provides us, in a manner of speaking, with much more room for manoeuvre when 
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discussing certain kinds of problems concerning inverse semigroups. In this paper. 
we shall develop two applications of this idea, both intimately connected with the 
properties of star injective ordered functors. 
Ordered star injectivc functors between inductive groupoids correspond to 
idempotent pure prehomomorphisms between inverse semigroups. An example of 
such a prehomomorphism is the natural homomorphism from S to S/V when S is 
E-unitary, where rr is the minimum group congruence on S. In our previous 
paper. WC showed that the structure theory of E-unitary inverse semigroups was a 
direct consequence of the tact that this function. regarded as an ordered functor, 
could be extended to an ordered covering functor. In Section I of this paper, we 
show that any ordered star injective functor between ordered groupoids can be 
extended to an ordered covering functor in an essentially unique way; this is 
Ehresmann’s Maximum Enlargement Theorem. Our proof of the I’-Theorem in 
[6] already indicates that the ordered covering functor obtained will generally 
have a domain which is not inductive. This provides us with one example of the 
advantage of working within the category of ordered groupoids. A further 
example is provided by our treatment of the well-known relationship between 
E-unitary covers of an inverse semigroup S and embeddings of S into factorisable 
inverse monoids [ 13). In Section 2. we follow Joubcrt [S) and introduce the class 
of flasquc ordered groupoids, which are nothing more than the ‘factorisablc 
ordered groupoids’. This enables us to prove. in Section 3, that the category of 
E-unitary covers of an inverse semigroup S is in fact equir,a/mr to a category of 
embeddings of S into flasque ordered groupoids. 
WC continue with the notation and definitions established in [6] with one or two 
minor modifications; in particular. we use the term ‘ordered groupoid’ rather than 
‘functorially ordered groupoid’, wc say ‘ordered subgroupoid’ rather than ‘sub 
ordered groupoid’, and we refer simply to an ‘embedding’ rather than an ‘ordered 
embedding’. Order preserving functions are said to be isototre. In this paper. wc 
shall also make USC of a further property of the category of ordered groupoids and 
ordered functors: namely, that it is a 2-cutegory, in which each Horn-set has a 
partial ordering defined by 
fir 5 + if and only if H(x) 5 $(x) for all x E G . 
where 0,$ E Hom( G, H). This ordering also leads to a weakening of the notion 
of a commutative square of maps; let CY, p, y and 6 be ordered functors such that 
dom( p) = cod(a) and cod(y) = dam(6). 
We say that the square of maps U, p, y and 6 semi-commutes if PN 5 Sy. 
Symbols denoting large categories and the functors between them will usually 
be printed in bold type: thus Groups is the category of groups and group 
homomorphisms. We shall use the symbol Ll to denote the sum category of a 
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family of categories. The projection function of a direct product onto its ith 
component will always be denoted by rr,. The natural map corresponding to an 
equivalence relation p is written pk . Finally, p will always denote the maximum 
idempotent separating congruence on an inverse semigroup. 
1. The maximum enlargement theorem 
We begin this section with two simple lemmas. The first is a slight extension of 
Lemma 2.5 of [6]. 
Lemma 1.1. Let 8 : G-+ H be an ordered star injective functor between ordered 
groupoids and let x,y E G. Then 
x 5 y if and only if d(x) 5 d(y) and Q(x) 5 f3( y) 
Proof. Let d(x) 5 d(y) and O(x) 5 O(y). The restriction (y ( d(n)) exists and 
d( Y 1 d(x)) = d(x). Calculating c9( Y ) d(x)) we obtain 
O(Y I 4x)) = (B(Y) I ~(44)) = (O(Y) I d(G))) 
But (O(y) ] d(O(x))),O(x) 5 O(y) and d(O(y) I d(t)(x))) = d(O(x)), so that by the 
uniqueness property of restrictions we have that (O(y) 1 d(t)(x))) = O(x), and so 
O(x) = O(( Y I 4x))). s ince 0 is star injective x = (y I d(x)) and so x 5 y. The 
converse is immediate. q 
Lemma 1.2. Let x, y, e and f be elements of an ordered groupoid, such that 
XSY, esf, esd(x) and f sd(y). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 of [6], (y I e) 5 (y I f). But (x ( e) and (y 1 e) are both less 
than y and have the same domain. Thus by the uniqueness property of restric- 
tions, we have that (xIe)i(yle). Thus (x(e)S(yl f). 0 
The main aim of this section is to prove a more precise version of a result first 
stated by Ehresmann, namely his ‘Maximum Enlargement Theorem’. The under- 
lying construction is based on the description given by Joubert in Chapitre II. 
Proposition 11 in [5], which is itself partially based on Section 3, Chapitre V of 
[I]. Variants of this result were proved independently by Eilenberg [3] in some 
unpublished lecture notes. 
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Proposition 1.3. Let p : H -+ K be an ordered functor between ordered groupoids 
H and K. Define a set N = N(H, K, p) by 
N = {(x, y, e) E K X K X H,,: d(x) = r(y), p(e) = d(y)} 
Define a partial product on N by 
and equip N with the direct product order. Then 
(i) N with the above partial product and order is an ordered groupoid; 
(ii) rr, : N+ K is an ordered covering functor; 
(iii) the function [ : H-t N given by c(h) = (p(h), p(d(h)), d(h)) is well 
defined. It is injective if, and only if, p is star injective. in which case h 5 k if, and 
only if, 5(h) 5 i(k); 
(iv) r, 6 = p. 
Proof. (i) Observe that N is the sum of the comma categories (p(e)&K) as e 
varies over H,,. It is clear that N is a groupoid, in which the identities are the 
elements of the form (r(y), y, e), the domain and range functions are d(x. y, e) = 
(r(y), y, e) and T(X, y, e) = (r(xy), xy. e) and (x, y, c))’ = (x-‘xy, e). To show 
that N is an ordered groupoid, we verify that the axioms (OCl), (G). (OCJ), 
(O(X)(i) and (01) of Proposition 2.2(iii) of [6] hold. Of these, only (O(X)(i) 
needs any special comment; if 
(r(y). y, e) 5 4 u, u, f) = (r(u), u, f) 
then define 
((u. U, f) I (r(y). Y, e)) = ((u I r(y)), Y3 e) 
It is easy to check that this is a well-defined element with the appropriate 
properties. The verification of (ii) and (iv) is straightforward, as is the proof of 
the first two assertions of (iii). The proof of the third assertion follows from 
Lemma 1.1. It is important to observe that < is not, in general, a functor. 0 
We now recall an important definition from [lo]. Let G be an ordered groupoid 
and let p be an equivalence relation on G. Then p is an ordered congruence if the 
following conditions hold: 
(OCONl) If the products xy and x’y’ are defined and (x, x’),( y. y’) E p then 
(xy, x’y’) E P. 
(OCON2) If (x, y) E p then (d(x), d(y)),(r(x), r(y)) E P. 
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(OCON3)* If (d(x), r(y)) E p then there exists an element x’ such that (x’, x) E p 
and d(x’) = r(y). 
(OCON4) If x, y, y' E G, x I y and (y, y’) E p then there exists an element 
x’ E G such that (x, x’) E p and x’ 5 y’. 
(OCONS) If x,y E G, x 5 d(y) and (e, d(x)) E p then there exists an element 
x’ E G such that x’ 5 y, (x, x’) E p and d(x’) = e. 
(OCON6) For all identities e,f,f’ E G if f 5 e 5 f’ and (f, f’) E p then 
(e, f) E P. 
It can be shown that G/p is a groupoid when a partial product is defined by 
p(x)p(y) = p(x’y’) if there exist elements x’ and y’ such that x’y’ exists and 
(x’, x) E p and (y’, y) E p. Furthermore, G/p becomes an ordered groupoid with 
respect to the ordering defined by p(x) 5 p(y) if, and only if, for each y’ E p(y) 
there exists x’ E p(x) such that x’ 5~‘; the natural map pb : G- G/p is an 
ordered functor (Theorem 7 of [lo]). 
We now return to the construction of Proposition 1.3. We have seen that [, 
although an order preserving function, is not a functor. However, as we shall 
show below, we can construct a quotient ordered groupoid Nip of N in such a way 
that the composition of the function J with ph yields an embedding of H in Nip. 
Furthermore, there is an ordered covering functor from N/p to K. 
Define a relation p on N as follows: (x, y, e) p (x’, y’, e’) if and only if x = x’ 
and there exists z E H such that r(z) = e and d(z) = e’ and y’ = yp(z). 
Proposition 1.4. If p is star injective then 
(i) the relation p LS an ordered congruence on the ordered groupoid N; 
(ii) the composite i = pb 5 : H+ Nlp is an embedding. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to check that p is an equivalence relation. We now verify that 
the axioms for an ordered congruence hold. The verifications of (OCONl) and 
(OCON2) are routine and omitted. (OCON3)* holds: let (x, y, e),(u, u, f) E N 
such that d(x, y, e) p r(u, u, f). Then r(y) = r(u) and there exists an element z 
such that 
r(z) = e , d(z) = f and uu = yp(z) . 
Consider the triple (x, UU, f). It is easy to check that (x, UU, f) E N, d(x, au, f) 
= r(u, u, f) and (x, y, e) p (x, uu, f). (OCON4) holds: let (k, f, e) 5 (1, g, i) p 
(l’, g’, i’). Then I= 1’ and there exists an element x E H such that 
r(x) = i , d(x) = i’ and g’ = gp(x) . 
Consider the triple (k, fp(e 1 x), d(e 1 x)). W e s h ow first that it belongs to N. The 
element (e 1 x) is defined in H since e 5 i = r(x). Observe that 
d(f) = p(e) and r(p(e ( x)) = p(r(e ( x)) = y(f) 
so that the element ,fj~(r / x) is defined. Also 
r( f[~(e 1 x)) = r(f) and d(k) = Y( J’) 
so that d(k) = r(f,~(e ( x)). Finally 
from which it now follows that (k, fb(e / x), d(e I x)) E N. Since k 5 I= I’. 
Me I x) 5 a-+-) = g’ and d(r ( x) 5 d(,x) = i’, we have that 
(k. f~4e / x), d(e ) x)) 5 (I’. 8’. i’) 
In conclusion, 
since 
(OCONS) holds: let (x’, y’. r’) 5 (x, ,v, P) and let (T(Z). 2, f) be such that 
(T(Z), z, f) 5 (r(y). ):, e) with (J-(J)‘). J’, e’) p (r(z), z, f’). Then r(y’) = r(z) and 
there exists an element w such that 
e’ = r(w) , f’= d(w) and L = y’p(wj) . 
Consider the triple (x’, z. f). It is easy to check that (x’. z. f‘) E N. (x’. z. f‘) 5 
(x, Y ,e) and d(n’, z, f) = (r(z). z, f’). Finally, (x’, _v’. e’) p (x’, z, .f‘) since 
x’ = .r’ , r( Iv) = e’ , d( Iv) = f‘ and I’ = y’p( w) 
(OCON6) holds: let 
(r(g), g. e) 5 (r(f), f7 i) 5 (r(g’)? S’. e’) 
where (r(g). g, e) p (r( g’). g’, c’). NCW r(g) = r(g’) and there exists an element 
x such that 
T(X) = e , d(x) = e’ and g’ = gp(.~) 
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But since r( g) 5 r(f) 5 r( g’) we have r( g) = r(f). Also 
glfsg’ and r(g)= r(g’) 
so that g = g’ and g =f. Now g = gp(x) since g’ = gp(x), from which we obtain 
that p(x) = d(g). However, p is star injective so that x must also be an identity. 
Thus r(x) = d(x) which implies e = e’. 
(ii) It is easy to show that ph i(h) 5 pq i(k) if, and only if, h 5 k. To show that 
i is a functor observe that if d(h) = r(k) in H then d( l(h)) p r( l(k)) in N. Thus 
the product i( is defined in Nip. It can be checked that the triple 
(p(h), p(k), d(k)) belongs to N and that i(h) = p(p(h), p(k), d(k)) and 
dp( p(h), p(k), d(k)) = r(i(k)). Thus 
i( = p((p(h), p(k), d(k))(p(k), Ad(k)), d(k))) = i(hk) . 
Finally, i is injective for if i(h) = i(k) then p(h) = p(k) and there is an element z 
such that d(h) = r(z), d(z) = d(k) and p(d(k)) = p(d(h))p(z). Thusp(d(k)) = p(z). 
But p is star injective and so z is an identity, from which we obtain d(h) = d(k). 
The result now follows by Lemma 1.1. 0 
In the case where p is star injective, put G = G(H, K, p) = N(H, K, p)ip, 
regarded as an ordered groupoid. The following result is Ehresmann’s Maximum 
Enlargement Theorem. 
Theorem 1.5. With the notation above, define p’ : G+ K by p’(p(x, y, e)) = X. 
Then 
(i) p’i = p; 
(ii) p’ is an ordered covering functor; furthermore, if p is onto then p’ is onto; 
(iii) the identities of i(H) form an order ideal of G; 
(iv) the groupoid i(H) is a full, reflective subgroupoid of G. 
Proof. (i) Immediate from the definition. 
(ii) It is easy to see that p’ is an order preserving functor. To prove that p’ is a 
covering functor, let x E K and let p(d(x), y’, e’) E G be such that 
p’(p(d(x), y’, e’)) = d(x). Then p(x, y’, e’) is the unique element in G such that 
P’( P(X, Y’, e’>> = x and d(p(x, y’, e’)) = p(d(x), y’, e’). Finally, if p is onto then 
so too is p’, for if x E K and p(h) = x then (x, d(x), d(h)) E N and 
P’( P(X, 4x1, d(h))) = x. 
(iii) Let h be an identity in H and let p(x, y, e) be an element of G such that 
p(x, y, e) I i(h). Then there exists an element (x’, y’, e’) in N such that 
(x’, Y', e’> P (x, Y, e> and (x’, y’, e’) 5 (p(h), p(h), h) . 
But x’ and y’ are identities of K so x’ = y’ = p(e’) where E’ E H,,. Thus 
(x’, y’, e’) = (p(e’), p(e’), e’) and so i(e’) = p(x, y, e). 
(iv) i(H) is a full subgroupoid of G: Ict p(x, y, e) be an clement of G, whose 
domain and range belong to i(H),,. Thus there exist identities h and h’ in H such 
that 
d(p(x. y, c)) = p(r(y), y3 e) = i(h) and 
r( p(x, y. e)) = p(r(xy). xy, e) = i(h’) 
By definition there exist elements z and w in H such that 
r(y) = p(h) , r(z) = e . d(z) = h and p(h) = yp(z) 
and 
r(x)=p(h’), r(w)=e, d(w)=h’ and p(h’)=xyp(w). 
Now d(rY’) = r(w) = e = r(z) and so the product w ‘z is defined in H. Consider 
the element 
iw’z) = p( p(dz), p(d(w_‘2)). d(w_‘2)) 
Since r(x) = p(h’). we have r(x) = xyp(w) and so p(w) = (xy))‘. Also since 
r(y) = p(h), we have that r(y) = yp(z) and so p(z) = y--‘. It follows that 
p(w-‘z) = x. This shows that 
i(w ‘z) = p(x, d(x). h) = p(x. r(y), h) 
But is easy to see that (x, r(y), h) p ( x, y, e). Finally, i(H) is a reflective 
subgroupoid of G: let p(r( y), y, e) be an identity in G. The triple (y. [l(e), e) is 
an element of N and so p(y, p(e), e) E G. But 
~P(Y, p(e13 e>) = dP(e), p(e). 4 = i(e) 
and r(p(y, p(e). e)) = dr(yp(e)), yp(eh e) = p(r(y). Y. e). 0 
Let I_‘. p‘ and i be ordered functors such that p : H+ K. i : H+ G, p’ : CT+ K. 
where p’i = p. i is an embedding, p’ is a covering functor and i(H) is a full 
reflective subgroupoid and order ideal of G. Then p, p’ and i are said to form an 
enlargement situution with base (H, p, K). 
The next result will enable us to prove that enlargements are essentially unique. 
Another application is given in Section 3. 
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Theorem 1.6. Consider the following diagram of ordered functors between ordered 
groupoids 
where the functors i, p and p’ form an enlargement situation, q’ is an ordered 
covering functor, the functors r and L are embeddings, qcz 5 /3p and the remaining 
squares of maps commute. Then 
(i) there exists a unique ordered functor (Y’ : G-2 G’ such that q’a’ 5 p’p’ and 
ck!‘i = ~a; 
(ii) if qa = pp then q’a’ = p’p’. 
Proof. (i) For notational simplicity, we shall assume that i, T and L are inclusion 
functors. We begin by defining the function CY’ on those elements x E G such that 
d(x) E H. By assumption, q(cu(d(x))) 5 p( p(d(x))). Since p’ and p are functors 
d( p’( p’(x))) = p( p(d(x))). Thus by the definition of the restriction of elements in 
ordered groupoids the element (p’(p’(x)) 1 q(a(d(x)))) is defined in L’ with 
domain q(a(d(x))). But q’ is an ordered covering functor, so that there exists a 
unique element in G’, which we denote Q’(X), such that 
d(~‘(x)) = 44x)) and q’(a’(x)) = (BY p’(x)) I d44x)))) . 
In fact, using properties of ordered groupoids, the following is true: the element 
(Y’(X) is the unique element of G’ such that 
d(a’(x)) = 44X)) and q’(cu’(x)) 5 p’(p’(x)) 
For the purposes of this proof, we call the above property the uniqueness 
property. To extend the map (Y’ to the whole of G, we use the fact that the 
inclusion i has a right adjoint in the category of groupoids. By Lemma 16 of [lo], 
right adjoints of i are determined by pairs (F, f), where f : G,,-+ G is a function 
such that for each e E G,, we have that d( f(e)) E H and r(f(e)) = e, and 
F : G+ H is defined by F(x) = f(r(x))-‘xf(d(x)). There are, of course, many right 
adjoints to i. but it will transpire that they all yield the same functor from G to 
G’. Every element x in G may be written in the form x = f(r(x))F(x)f(d(x-)) ‘. We 
extend LY’ to the whole of G by defining 
a’(x) = u’(f(r(x)))cY(F(x))a’( f(d(x-))) ’ 
It is easy to prove that cy’ is a functor and that q’cu’ 5 p’y’. Next we check that LY’ 
extends cy. Let x E H. Then from x = ,f(r(x))F(x)f(d(x))~’ and the fact that H is a 
full subgroupoid of G, we have that f(r(x)),f(d(~)) E H. By the uniqueness 
property, it follows that cu’( f(r(x))) = cu( f(r(~))) and that cu’( f‘(d(x))) = 
a( f(d(x))). Thus N’(X) = a r on H. LY’ is unique with these properties: indeed. (_ ) 
let cy” bc a functor from G to G’, which extends cy and such that q’a”i p’p’. 
Every x E G can be written in the form x = ahh,‘, where 12 E H and d(u).d(h) E 
H. Since cy” is a functor. it follows that U”(X) = ~“(a)a”(h)cw”(h))‘. By assumption 
a”(h) = a(h). By the uniqueness property. U”(U) = U’(U) and a”(h) = a’(h). The 
result now follows. In particular. the dclinition of (Y’ is independent of the choice 
of right adjoint (F, f). Finally, we prove that LY’ is isotonc. Let x.~ E G such that 
d(x).d( y) E H and .Y 5 J’. From the fact that 
p ‘( p ‘(x)) 5 p ‘( [I’( y)) and q(a(4-~))) s q(44 .v))) 
and 
4’(~ ‘b+)> = (P’( P’C~1) 1444x)))) and 
Y’(~‘(Y)) = (B’(P’(Y)) I d44.Y)))) 
it follows by Lemma 1.2 that q’(cu’(x)) 5 q’(~‘(y)). But since d(cu’(x)) 5 d(a)(~)). 
we have that a’(x) 5 U’(Y) by Lemma 1.1. Now Ict x,)’ E G such that .X 5~. By 
Lemma 16 of [IO], there exists a right adjoint (F. f) to i such that F(s) 5 F( 11). It 
is now straightforward to show that (Y’(S) 5 rw ‘( ~1). c? 
We can now prove that the construction of Theorem I.5 is the solution to a 
universal problem. 
Theorem 1.7. Let p : H + K be rr fixed. ordered stur injectiw junctor. Define [I 
category which hm as objects pairs of ordered functors a : H + G and p : G + K 
such that Pa = p. a is embedding and /3 at7 ordered covering fknctor. If 
cy’ : H+ G’ and ,!3’ : G+ K is unother object then a morphism from (a, /3) to 
(a I. p’) is cln ordered ,functor y such that the diqram 
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commutes. The initial objects in this category are precisely the enlargement 
situations with base p : H+ K. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1.6. 0 
2. Flasque ordered groupoids 
An ordered groupoid G is said to have a maximum identity if it possesses an 
identity 1 such that e 5 1 for all identities e belonging to G. If G is an ordered 
groupoid with a maximum identity, then its group of units, denoted U(G), is the 
group of all elements g in G such that d(g) = r(g) = 1. An ordered groupoid G 
with a maximum identity is said to be flasque if for each x E G there exists 
g E U(G) such that x 5 g. Flasque inverse monoids are just factorisable inverse 
monoids. We have taken the word ‘flasque’ from sheaf theory which provides 
some important examples of flasque ordered groupoids [16]. 
Let G be a group. Denote by K(G) the set of all cosets of subgroups of G 
equipped with a multiplication in which XY is defined if and only if X-‘X = YY-’ 
and with the order reverse inclusion. Then K(G) is an inductive groupoid. It is 
easy to see that K(G) is flasque, with group of units isomorphic to G [ll]. In fact, 
K(G) is the object part of a functor K from Groups to the category of inductive 
groupoids and ordered functors: if 0 is a homomorphism from the group G to the 
group H, the ordered functor 8” from K(G) to K(H) induced by 0 is defined by 
O*(gL) = B(gL). The functor K was first defined by Joubert [5], and has the 
following stronger property, which is straightforward to prove. 
Proposition 2.1. The functor K is a faithful functor from the category of groups to 
the category of inductive groupoids and ordered functors. 0 
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Let S be an inductive groupoid and let G be a group. A function H : S+ K(G) 
will be called a K-functor if 0 is an ordered, star injective functor for which 
G = U {O(x): x E S}. This definition is due to McAlister and Reilly [ 131. We now 
establish some important properties of Hasque ordered groupoids, which will be 
applied in Section 3. 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a f?asque ordered groupoid with group of units U(G). 
Then 
(i) if x E G und d(x) = 1 then x E U(G); 
(ii) G = G’LI U(G) as groupoids, where G’ = G\U(G); 
(iii) G’ is an order ideal of G. 
Proof. (i) Let x E G with d(x) = 1. Since G is flasque, there exists an element 
g E U(G) such that x 5 K. Thus x = (g 1 d(x)). But d(x) = 1 so that x = 
(0(x))=& 
(ii) Let x and y be elements of G’ whose product exists in G. By assumption 
we have that d(y) f I and T(X) # 1, thus by (i) above _~y E G’. A similar argument 
shows that x E G’ implies that x-’ E G’. 
(iii) Let x E G’ and y 5 X. Both d(x) and T(X) are strictly less than 1. It follows 
that both d(y) and r(y) arc both strictly less than 1. Thus y E G’. EI 
The following theorem was proved by Joubert [S]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a f?asque ordered groupoid with group of units U(G). 
Define 
c$:G-,K(U(G)) by 4(x)={gEU(G):x~g}. 
Then $I is a well-defined, ordered covering fttnctor and u K-functor. 0 
Joubert [5] calls 4 the majorising functor associuted with G. We now consider 
ordered covering functors into flasque ordered groupoids. 
Theorem 2.4. Let 0 : H -+ F be an ordered covering functor between ordered 
groupoids, where F is flasque with group of units G. Put 2 = H ll G as a groupoid. 
Define a relation 5 on 2’ which is equality when restricted to G, coincides with the 
given order on H and if x E H and y E G then x 4 y if. and only if O(x) 5 y. Then 
2 is u flasque ordered groupoid with group of units G. Define u function 0’ which 
coincides with b’ when restricted to H and is the identity when restricted to G. Then 
8’ is an ordered covering functor extending 0. 
Proof. In order to show that 2 is an ordered groupoid, we shall verify that the 
axioms (OCl), (OC2), (OC3) and (O(X)(i) of [6] hold. (OCl) holds: it is clear 
that 5 is reflexive and anti-symmetric. We check the one non-trivial case of 
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transitivity. Suppose that x 5 y and y 5 z where x,y E H and z E G. By definition 
0(y) 5 z. But 0(x) I 0(y) so that 0(x) I z. Hence x 5 z in ,C. A simple case by 
case analysis shows that (OC2) holds. (OC3) holds: let x 5 y and u 5 u be 
elements of 2’ such that xu and yu exist. The only case we need to check is when 
y,u E G and x,u E H. Thus B(x) ‘y and B(U) I u. But then e(xu) 5 yu and so 
xu 5 yu. (OCS)(i) holds: we define the restriction operation on Z as follows: 
X ifxEGande=l, 
(x I e, = 
(xle) ifx,eEH, 
x’ where d(x’) = e and 0(x’) = (x 1 e(e)) 
ifxEGandeEH,,. 
It only remains to check that the last case is well defined. The element (x 1 0(e)) is 
defined in F. But 0 is a covering functor, so that there exists a unique element 
x’ E H such that d(x’) = e and 13(x’) = (x I e(e)). It is clear that in 2 we have that 
(x ( e) 4 x and d(x ) e) = e, as required. To check that Z is flasque, let x E H. Then 
0(x) E F and, since F is flasque. there exists g E U(F) such that 0(x) 5 g. By 
definition x 5 g in 2:. It is straightforward to show that 0’ is an ordered covering 
functor. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a group and let 6 : H-, K(G) be an ordered covering 
functor. Then there exists a flasque ordered groupoid F such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) U(F) = G. 
(ii) F\U(F) = H. 
(iii) If 4 : F-t K(G) is the majorising functor associated with F then (4 I H) = 0. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 2.4, except that 
we put F = H LI G, and define 0’ to agree with 0 on H but to take g E G to the 
element {g} of K(G). It only remains to show that 0’ coincides with the 
majorising functor 4 of F to K(G). It is enough to consider elements h E H. By 
definition of the ordering in F, if g E G then h 5 g in F B O(h) 5 {g} ag E O(h). 
Thus 4(h) = B(h). 0 
Let S be an inductive groupoid. A flasque ordered groupoid F is said to be a 
jlasque enlargement of 5’ if the following conditions hold: 
(i) there is an embedding i : S+ F; 
(ii) i(S) is a full, reflective subgroupoid of F\U(F) and an order ideal of F; 
(iii) for each element g E U(F) there exists s E S such that i(s) 5 g. 
Proposition 2.6. Let C#J : S+ K(G) be a K-functor. Then there exists a flasque 
ordered groupoid Z with group of units G and a flasque enlargement i : S-+ 2, 
such that the majorising functor 4’ : 2-+ K(G) satisfies $r’i = 4. 
Proof. The functor 4 is star injective so by the Maximum Enlargement Theorem 
there exists an ordered groupoid Ii. an embedding j : S+ H and an ordcrcd 
covering functor (I” : H- K(G) such that q!~“j = 4. which together form an 
enlargement situation. We may now apply Corollary 2.5 to the functor c+b” to 
obtain the result. r-7 
3. Categories of E-unitary covers 
Let S he an invcrsc semigroup and C; a group. An E-r,nirar:,s corer o[S /hmugh 
G is an idcmpotcnt separating homomorphism H from a11 E-unitary semigroup P 
onto S $uch that PitJ = (i. The following theorem summarises some important 
propertics of such covers. The proofs of parts (i) and (ii) may be found in [ 12) 
and [ 131. The proot of part (iii) is direct. 
y : I’- Q gi1w1 tg y( p) = (H( /I), (J: ( g)) 
Sldl ihnt 7-r y = H. II 
We now define three categories. 
The catcgor\; S, is defined as follows: 
0hjrcr.s: ‘Ik identity separating. surjective inductive functors H : I’+ S, where P 
is an E-unitary inductive groupoid. 
Morpitistms: If H : I’-- S and Cl’ : PC--, S are two objects of S,. . then LITI inductive 
functor $ : t’- I” is a morphism from H to 0’ if H = H’$. 
The category S, is defined as follows: 
0hjcct.s: K-functors C/I : S 3 K(G), where C; is a group. 
h1orphi.rttt.s: If d) : S-+ K(G) and cb’ : S + K( G’) are two objects of S,. then an 
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ordered functor I,!J : K(G) --, K(G’) is a morphism if $ = (Y * for some group 
homomorphism (Y : G* G’ and 4’ 5 CUDS. 
The category SF is defined as follows: 
Objects: Flasque enlargements i : S-+ F. 
Morphisms: Let i : S* F and i’ : S+ F’ be two objects of S,. A morphism from i 
to i’ is an ordered functor 6 : F-+ F’ such that 
(i) (6 ( U(F)) : U(F)--, U(F’), 
(ii) (6 1 F\U(F)) : (F\U(F))+(F’\U(F’)). 
(iii) 6i = i’. 
Proposition 3.2. (i) There is a functor from the category of inductive groupoids to 
the category Groups. 
(ii) There is a faithful functor from S, to Groups. 
Proof. (i) Let S be an inductive groupoid. Define a functor 2’ as follows. If S is an 
inductive groupoid, then z’(S) = S/a. If + : S -+ T is an inductive functor. define 
z’(4). a function from S/U to T/a, by C($)(U(X)) = U( 4(x)). Standard results on 
inverse semigroups now show that .Z is a functor. 
(ii) If 0 : P-S is an object of S, define X(O) = P/a. Let 0’ : P’+S be 
another object and 4’, : P+ P’ a morphism in S,. Then C(4) is defined as in (i). 
It is clear that z’ is a functor. It is therefore enough to prove that 2 is faithful. 
Suppose that $ and 4’ are two morphisms in S, from P to P’ such that 
Z’(Q) = x(1,9’). Then, by definition, we have that ~(I,!J(x)) = a( I/J’(X)) in P’ for all 
elements x in P. Thus (4(x), $‘(x)) E CT. We also have that O(x) = O’(Q(x)) and 
O(x) = H’($‘(x)), so that ($(x), I+!J(x’)) E ker(0’) C II, since 8 is identity separat- 
ing. But P’ is E-unitary. Hence cr f! p is the diagonal and so $(x) = G’(x) for all x 
inP. q 
Theorem 3.3. The categories S, and S, are equivalent. 
Proof. We shall define a functor A from S, to S, which will be full, faithful and 
dense. Let H : P-+ S be an object of S,. Define A(8) to be the function 
crb 0-l : S-+ K(P/c), which is an element of S, by Theorem 3.1. Let $ : P* P’ 
be a morphism in S, from the object 0 : P-+ S to the object 0’ : P’+ S. By 
Proposition 3.2, the function C(I,!J) : Pl v-+ P’la is a group homomorphism. 
Define A($) by A($) = X(4)* : K(P/a)-+ K(P’/a), which is an ordered functor. 
To prove that A(+) is a morphism in S, we need to show that A(f3’) 5 A($ 
Thus for all x in S we need to show that A( C A(O’)(x). Let g E A(O)(x) 
and consider the element A($)(g) of A($ Now A(B)(x) = me (Om’(x)). 
Thus there exists an element p in P such that g = (r(p) and 0(p) =x. By 
definition of ;?‘($) 
Also H = 0’4, so that fI’(+(p)) = H(p) = x. Thus Z($)(g) EA(O’)(x). A is a 
functor because 5 and K are functors. A is faithful because K is faithful by 
Proposition 2.1 and A’ is faithful by Proposition 3.2. By Theorem 3.1, the functor 
A is dense. It only remains to show that A is a full functor. Consider the following 
diagram of maps 
P K( P/u) 
K( P’/(J) 
where 6” is a morphism in S,. By Theorem 3.1 both 
Q = ((s, g) E s X (J(P): g E A(B)(s)} 
and 
Q’ = ((s, g’) E s X CJ( P’): g’ E A(H’)(s)} 
arc E-unitary inductive groupoids and the functions rr, : Q-S and R-‘, : Q’+ 5’ 
arc both objects in S,. There are also isomorphisms y : P- Q given by y( ,o) = 
(H( II), (T( II)) and y’ : P’-t Q’ given by y’(p) = (O’( p’). O-( p’)), such that r, y = 
H and n’, y’ = 0’. Deline a function $ : Q- Q’ by (cr(s, g) = (s, a(g)). This is well 
defined; for if (s. g) E Q then g E A(O)(s). B t u a~‘A(H)(s) c A(H)(s). Thus a(g) E 
A(H’)(s) so that (s, a(g)) E Q’. It is easy to check that Q is an inductive functor 
and that r’, I/J = n, Now define a function +,’ from P to P’ by 4’ = ( y ‘)- ‘$y. It is 
immediate that 4’/’ is an inductive functor and that H’+’ = 0. It is easy to check 
that X’(4) = u and that both Z(y) and L( y’) are identity functors. Hence 
Z($‘)(rr( /I)) = a(~( p)) and so C($‘)“’ = a”. q 
We now turn to the second equivalence of categories. 
Lemma 3.4. Let i : S+ F and i’ : S + F’ he two objects of S,, rtnd let S,6’ : F+ F’ 
he morphisms of S,, If 6 1 lJ( F) = 6’ ( U(F) then 6 = 6’. 
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Proof. Since F\U(F) is an enlargement of i(S), it is enough to show that 6 and 6’ 
agree on elements x E F\U(F) such that d(x) = i(e) E i(S). If x is such an element 
then x 5 g, for some g E U(F), and so x = (g 1 d(x)). But then 6(x) = 
(6(g) ( 6(d(x))) and 6 ‘(x) = (6 ‘(g) 1 6 ‘(d(x))). However, 
6(d(x)) = s(i(e)) = i’(e) and 6 ‘(d(x)) = (6 ‘(i(e))) = i’(e) , 
since, by assumption, 6(g) = 6 ‘(g) we have that 6(x) = 6 ‘(x). 0 
Theorem 3.5. The categories S, and S, are equivalent. 
Proof. We shall define a functor B : SF-S,, which we shall prove is full, faithful 
and dense. Let i : S-, F be an object in S,. By Theorem 2.3, there is a majorising 
functor 4 : F--+ K(U(F)). Put B(i) = 4i, which is easily seen to be an ordered star 
injective functor. Furthermore, from the definition of llasque enlargement, for 
each g E U(F) there exists an element s E S such that i(s) 5 g. Thus g E 4(i(s)). 
Hence B(i) is a K-functor, and consequently an object in S,. Let i : S-+ F and 
i’ : S-t F’ be two objects in S, and let 6 be a morphism from F to F’. By 
definition of 6 we have that (6 1 U(F)) maps L’(F) to U(F’). Put B(6) = 
(6 1 U(F))*. W e need to show that B(i’) 5 B(G)B(i). Let s E S and let g E 
B(i)(s). Then B(6)(g) E B(G)B(i)(s). But g E B(i)(s) if and only if i(s) 5 g in F. 
Thus 6(i(s)) 2 6(g). By definition of 6 we have that 6(g) E U(F’) and 6i = i’. 
Thus i’(s) 5 6(g). Hence 6(g) E B(i’)( s as required. It is easy to see that B is a ) 
functor. It is faithful by Proposition 2.1 and by Lemma 3.4. That B is dense is 
immediate by Proposition 2.6. It therefore remains to show that B is full. 
Consider the following diagram of maps: 
K(U(F)) ’ WWF’)) 
13x .\f.L’. I,Nw\tltl 
Let 4, and C#I I be the restrictions of J) and 4’ to F\CI( F) and F“\u( f;‘) 
respectively and Ict i, and ii be the embcddings of S in F\U(F) and F’\U(F’) 
respectively. Thus we have the following diagram of maps: 
Ul UI 
F\ff(F) -_----_-_?-_-_--_, fT’\U(F’) 
K(WF)) u * ’ K(U(F’)) 
By Theorem 1.6. there exists a unique ordered functor 6, from E‘\U(F) to 
F’\U(F’) such that 6,i, = i I and (r;S, i CU:‘:~, Now define a function 6 from F to 
F’ which agrees with 6, on F\U(F) and with (Y on U(F). It is clear that 6 is a 
functor. To prove that 6 is order preserving it is enough to show that if g E U(F) 
and XE F\U(F) and x 5 g then 6(x) YS 6( ,q), By definition S(X) = 6,(x) and 
?I( g) = a~( g). But x 5 g implies that g E &x). Since C$(X) = (b,(x). we have that 
a’:((b,(x)) C $;((s,(x)). Thus u(y) E &b;@,(.~)), and so 6,(x) 5 CY( g). That 6i = i’ 
and that 6 is a morphism in S, now follow from the method of construction. 
Furthermore. B(6 ) = d. as required. E 
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